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HOTNAS: Hierarchical Optimal Transport for Neural Architecture Search

Overview

A modular cell-based network with 
hierarchical structure

a hierarchical optimal transportation meric HOTNN ,  which jointly measures the 
similarity of cell internal architectures and the difference in  macroarchitectures.
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The objective of NAS is to discover an optimal neural network architecture 
with the minimum validation loss

Background and related work 

 Each network can be viewed as a directed acyclic attributed graph.

 Optimal Transport (OT) can naturally handle the graph-like architecture.

 NASBOT [Kandasamy et al. 2018] compute the minimum  OT distance between networks as the 
similarity metric，but ignoring the similarity between cells.  

 TW [Nguyen et al. 2021] are limited to searching for a single cell architecture and ignore the similarity 
of macro-architectures.

Bayesian optimization (BO) can quickly discover high-performing network 
architectures with a limited number of samples.

The core of BO is accurately measuring the similarity between different networks.
An example of OT [Kolouri et al. 2017]  
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Method基于分层最
优传输的神经网络
架构搜索Network similarity metric： HOTNN

cell-level similarity computes the OT distance between cells in various 
networks by considering the similarity of each node and the 
differences in the information flow costs between node pairs within
each cell in terms of operational and structural information.

measure the overall similarity between cell-based networks by 
leveraging its hierarchical structure

organize the architecture into layers according to cells and learn the 
similarity within and between different layers.

Example of a modular cell-based network

Network-level similarity calculates OT distance between networks by 
considering both the cell-level similarity and the variation in the global 
position of each cell within their respective networks
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Cell-level similarity

Two cell networks

Probability measure

Transport matrix

Pointwise matching: considering  differences in the operational type and 
structural location information of each node.
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Cell-level similarity

iFGW metric

Pairwise matching ：learn the differences in the movement cost of various 
information flows between pairs of nodes within each cell network in terms of 
operational and structural information.
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Network-level similarity

Transport matching matrix

Cost matrix：consider both the similarity between cells in two 
networks and the difference in the global position of each cell in 
their respective networks.

HOTNN metric
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Definition
HOTNAS

Illustation of BO 
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Gradient(KG

e Gradient (KG): Formal Definition

Experiments
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e Gradient (KG): Formal Definition

Experiments
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Thanks！
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